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Abstract—Wider operational bandwidth is an important requirement of an ultrasound transducer across many applications. It has been reported mathematically that by having elements with varying length scales in the piezoelectric transducer design, the device may possess a wider operational bandwidth or a higher sensitivity compared to a conventional device. In this paper, the potential for extending the operational bandwidth of a 1-3 piezoelectric composite transducer configured in a fractal geometry, known as the Sierpinski Gasket (SG), will be investigated using finite element analysis package PZFlex (Thornton Tomasetti). Two equivalent piezocomposite designs will be simulated: a conventional 1-3 piezocomposite structure and the novel SG fractal geometry arrangement. The transmit voltage response and open circuit voltage extracted from the simulations are used to illustrate the improved bandwidth predicted from the fractal composite design.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of a ‘piezoelectric composite’ ultrasound transducer is a well-established design [1-3]; it refers to an ultrasound transducer containing a piezoelectric material incorporating both an active piezoelectric phase and a passive polymer phase. Such piezoelectric composite configurations, when designed correctly, can attain high sensitivity whilst being well matched to low acoustic impedance load [4]. Piezoelectric composite ultrasound transducers with a wide operational bandwidth are preferred in many applications. For example, in under water sonar, a broadband transducer can provide better spatial resolution [5]. In NDT applications, a broadband transducer can be used for difficult material testing or replace several narrowband transducers each operating at a different frequency ranges [6]. Also, in biomedical applications, imaging performance can be enhanced by using a broadband transducer [7].

In general, there are three main methods to enhance the operational bandwidth of a composite transducer:

a) Improve the piezoelectric material properties
b) Modifying the matching/backing design
c) Optimising the composite structure, including the filler material properties

For enhancing the piezoelectric material properties, Yamada et al proposed a method of designing a broadband ultrasound transducer by creating a graded piezoelectric constant ($\varepsilon_{33}$) in the thickness direction of a piezoelectric material [8]. For increasing the transducer bandwidth with an optimised matching design, Hossack and Auld reported a novel transducer design with an active piezoelectric matching layer [9]. Moreover, by optimising the structure of the composite design, the transducer bandwidth can also be improved. Harvey et al designed a random composite transducer with piezoelectric fibres to improve the device bandwidth [10].

In naturally occurring auditory systems, it is common to observe hearing organs comprising a number of different length scales. Such hearing organs exhibit extended operating bandwidth, examples include insects such as the bushcricket [11-13]. Importantly, the concept of engineered transducers comprising multiple length scales has been developed mathematically to evaluate potential gains in bandwidth by introducing such a concept [14-16]. These analytical models indicate that by having elements with varying length scales in the piezoelectric transducer design, the device may possess a wider operational bandwidth or a higher sensitivity compared to a conventional device. In this paper, a self-similar fractal geometry known as the Sierpinski Gasket (SG), shown in the Fig. 1 will be employed in order to improve the bandwidth of the 1-3 composite configuration transducer. This SG fractal geometry will be adapted as the structure of a piezocomposite design and the performance of this SG fractal composite will be compared with an equivalent conventional composite design.

The finite element (FE) analysis package, PZFlex (Thornton Tomasetti), will be used to simulate the transmission and reception response of each of these composite configurations to provide quantitative comparison between the SG fractal composite and the conventional composite designs. The FE simulation results show that an encouraging bandwidth improvement can be achieved by implementing the SG fractal geometry compared to the conventional composite design with a regular periodic structure.
II. METHODOLOGY

In order to explore the problem space, two 3D FE models are developed. Fig. 2 illustrates the generation level IV SG fractal composite design, where the active phase of this SG composite is comprised of triangular ceramic pillars with different lateral length scales and Fig. 3 is the equivalent conventional parallelepiped 1-3 composite design. Consistency is maintained between the two composite designs by ensuring each device has the same fundamental design parameters: the PZT5H ceramic and CY1300/HY1301 polymer are chosen to be the active phase and passive phase material respectively; the ceramic volume fraction and thickness of two composite designs are both 68.4 % and 2.6 mm respectively; each device comprises the same matching layer arrangement. Furthermore, the aspect ratio of the fourth generation triangular pillars in the SG fractal composite is the same as the conventional composite design.

The FE models simulate the operation of both devices when matched to a water load, via a dual matching layer scheme [17-18]. Details of the matching layer configuration are provided in Table I, where Layer I is the outer layer closed to the water load and Layer II is the inner layer closed to the front face of the composite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer I</th>
<th>Layer II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Alumina filled (70% w/w) CY1301/HY1301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (µm)</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Impedance (MRayl)</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Dual Matching Layer Specification

The performance of these two devices are assessed by considering the transmit voltage response (TVR) and the open circuit receiving voltage response (OCV) extracted from the simulations.

III. RESULT

The electrical impedance magnitude spectra of the SG composite and conventional composite are simulated operating in a water load and shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the conventional composite device has a single mode around 575 kHz, with the SG device exhibiting a multi-modal characteristic and an impedance minimum at 580 kHz, which is close to the electrical resonance of the conventional device.

Applying the same matching layer arrangement to both the SG and the conventional transducers, the predicted TVR and OCV are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.

![Fig. 2: SG Fractal Composite FE Model.](Image)
(Black: Ceramic Pillar; Gray: Polymer Filler)

![Fig. 3: Conventional Composite FE Model.](Image)
(Black: Ceramic Pillar; Gray: Polymer Filler)

![Fig. 4: Impedance Magnitude Spectrum of the SG and the Conventional Composite](Image)

![Fig. 5: TVR Spectrum of the SG and the Conventional Composite Transducer](Image)
Fig. 6: OCV Spectrum of the SG and the Conventional Composite Transducer

For comparison between the two transducers, a common noise floor (shown as the grey dashed line in the TVR and OCV spectra) has been defined for both the SG and the conventional device, which is 6 dB below the peak gain of the SG composite in transmission and reception mode. The operational bandwidth results for both devices are shown in Table II.

Table II: Transmission and Reception Bandwidth Improvement with respect to Conventional Composite Device

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Transmission Bandwidth</th>
<th>Reception Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Composite</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG Composite</td>
<td>75.5%</td>
<td>27.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>44.5%</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from the Table I that by using the SG fractal geometry as the structure of a piezoelectric composite design, the operational bandwidth of the device can be extended in both transmission and reception mode. In the transmission mode, the operational bandwidth has been improved by 44.5% with respect to the conventional composite design and in the reception mode, a bandwidth enhancement of 27.6% has been achieved with respect to the conventional design.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to further explore the influence of using the SG fractal geometry as the structure of a piezocomposite design, the TVR spectrum of the SG composites from Level I to Level VI are compared to equivalent conventional composite designs – for each case the data are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the SG composite at the first three levels behaved approximately the same as the conventional composite. However, as the generation level of the SG composite increases beyond three, the SG composite starts to show a better performance compared to the conventional composite design. Considering the difficulties of the manufacturing process, a Level IV SG fractal composite is considered a good initial choice for manufacture.

In addition to using the SG fractal geometry as the structure of the composite design, the influence of using a SG fractal electrode pattern on a conventional triangular-cut 1-3 composite has also been investigated. A 3D FE model of a 1-3 triangular cut composite substrate is shown in Fig. 8. This 1-3 triangular-cut composite substrate was first electroded using a fractal mask (shown in Fig. 9) and then the active area uniformly electroded (shown in Fig. 10).

![Fig. 7: TVR of the Conventional and the SG Composite (Level I to Level VI)](image)

![Fig. 8: 1-3 Triangular Cut Composite Substrate (Black: Ceramic Pillar; Gray: Polymer Filler)](image)

![Fig. 9: Fractal Electrode Configuration (Gray: Top Electrode; Black: Ground)](image)

![Fig. 10: Full Electrode Configuration (Gray: Top Electrode; Black: Ground)](image)
However, the simulation results in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show that by using a fractal electrode pattern rather than a full electrode, the operational bandwidth of the composite would not be enhanced in neither transmission nor reception mode.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper describes the implementation of the SG fractal geometry as the structure of the piezocomposite design in order to improve the bandwidth of piezocomposite transducers. The FEA simulation results show that when applying the SG fractal geometry at generation levels greater than level III, a wider bandwidth can be achieved in both transmission and reception mode. However, the performance of a conventional composite device cannot be improved by replacing the full electrode with a fractal electrode. As the result, the manufacture of an initial prototype Level IV SG fractal composite transducer is currently being undertaken based on the positive simulation results and the authors look forward to sharing experimental results in the future.
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